Student Council Reps

LOTE News and Homework Week 8  5-10mins

Year 6: Last Week of Homework Booklets!!!!!  Finish off any sentences not completed in class (Hobby, Family No. and Family Members).

Year 7: Last Week of Homework Booklets!!!!!  Finish off Japanese section of Day 1 “Sentences” already started in class.

SCHOLASTIC BOOKCLUB NEWS

March Bookclub has closed today. No more orders will be taken. Hopefully the order will arrive by the last week of term, if not it will be the first week of term 2. Thank-you again for your support this month.

National NAIDOC Poster Competition

The National NAIDOC Poster Competition is an opportunity for talented Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists to have their artwork, based on the National NAIDOC theme, showcased across Australia as part of NAIDOC celebrations.

The winning artwork – chosen by the National NAIDOC Committee – is reproduced on the NAIDOC poster, which is circulated nationwide to promote NAIDOC Week and the theme. The winning artist receives a prize of $5000 and national recognition and exposure, with their artwork displayed in schools, work places and community organisations across Australia.

The 2013 National NAIDOC Poster Competition is now open and you can submit your artwork along with the completed Poster Competition entry form which you can download from http://www.naidoc.org.au/naidoc-poster/poster-competition/

Entries close Friday 29 March.
School Captains: Lois Beckingham, Abbey Martin, Lachlan Bryan
Calvin Frasson with Cilla Martland (Community Partners Officer) & Mrs Harej

Boldon House: Tahni Bartolo, Amy Liddle, Te’Aroha Lagaluga,
Deakin Roberts with Dion Obst (AFL Development Officer)

Hamilton House: Tia Johnson, Isayah Miller, Rylea Davis
with Dion Obst
Absent: Corey Benson

Nabilla House: Kaitlyn Finn, Rebecca Altman,
Levi Meech, Cameron Myers with Dion Obst

Library Monitors: Alec Muscat, Ben Walz,
Bronti Whitmore, Britnee Sant, Dillon Mogg
Jessica Lambert, Lachlan Klippert, Jayden Brodie
Absent: Cameron Stevenson

Choral & Band Captains – Tahni Bartolo,
Deakin Roberts & Sarah Agius